Swimroll
The ultimate
pool cover.

Contact our friendly team today for a quote.
www.remco.com.au | 1800 652 962

Key benefits

At Remco we want people to enjoy everything
that’s great about a pool with minimum effort
and cost. Our custom designed Swimroll cover
is the ultimate automated option for turning a
good pool into a really great one. If you have a
pool or are designing one and want to get the
most out of your investment, we can help.





AWARD WINNING DESIGN
Aesthetically pleasing, wonderfully functional, fully
automated. Remco designed the Swimroll to provide all
these things. Made with high-grade PVC or polycarbonate
extrusions that interlock tongue-in-groove, the Swimroll
is highly buoyant and creates a floating floor on the
surface of the water. This delivers safety and insulation,
while also keeping leaves and debris out of the pool
so you can spend more time enjoying it rather than
cleaning it.



CUSTOM FITTED

When closed, Swimroll’s tight custom fit ensures that
any leaves, dirt and debris that fall onto the cover won’t
enter the pool. Then, when the Swimroll is automatically
retracted, this material is fed into strategically positioned
skimmer boxes. So Swimroll Pool Covers clean
themselves!



Swimroll is custom-fitted to the exact needs of your
pool or project. Each pool is laser measured by a
trained Remco technician for a perfect fit to ensure
that your cover meets your below or above ground
requirement. Available in a variety of colours, our stylish
below ground covers can be concealed when arranged
prior to construction. For existing pools, we offer
multiple design alternatives.



SAFETY
When installed with an integrated safety ledge or retrofitted safety rail, nothing can slip between the side of
the pool and the Swimroll cover. The covers’ rigid and
buoyant panels stay on top of the water and can support
up to 70kg. As an added safety precaution, Swimroll is
also lockable via key switch.
*In Australia at this time Swimroll Automatic Pool Cover Systems do
not replace the need for a security fence around your pool. Parental
supervision is always recommended for children in the vicinity of any
body of water. Swimroll is not to be relied upon as a safety cover.
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CLEAN

INSULATES & HEATS
Remco Swimroll Pool Cover Systems deliver industry-leading
insulation values that are, on average, three times that of
a typical pool blanket. Swimrolls’ polycarbonate slats are
specifically designed for heat absorption, so they actually
heat your pool when in the sun. Combined with Swimroll’s
incredible insulation values, this ensures you will have the
most energy efficient pool possible.



INCREASES EFFICIENCY & SAVES WATER
Because Swimroll Pool Covers fit your pool perfectly, you
save thousands of litres of water every year that would
otherwise evaporate. Eliminating water loss means less
water sanitising is required, reducing all pool water
maintenance costs

We love our backyards in Australia. It’s where our
families relax, entertain, cook and enjoy our little
piece of paradise. Pool covers should look beautiful
and be easy to use. That’s why our covers have won
multiple awards.

Installation

There are Swimroll installation options to
suit every pool and backyard. Swimroll can
be seamlessly integrated into new pool
constructions for the ultimate discreet fit,
or retrofitted to existing pools in a nonobtrusive manner.

Form & function

FOR NEW POOLS

EUROPEAN DESIGN

A fully integrated installation
is perfect for pool owners
who want a cover that is
completely concealed when
not in use and retains the
design integrity of the pool. If
the Swimroll system is specified
prior to construction, Remco
will provide the architect or
pool builder with construction
requirements for a suitable
underground housing.

Swimroll panels interlock tongue in groove, and are
hollow to ensure high buoyancy flotation and insulation
of the pool water. Completely sealed, the panels create
a floating floor on the surface of the water.
IN-FLOOR

Swimroll creates a look with genuine style. That’s why
homeowners, architects and pool builders around
Australia choose Swimroll to create beautiful, stylish
pools with unparalleled functionality.

BELOW GROUND

DELIVERY & INSTALLATION
IN–SEAT

Remco pool cover products are available for supply
and installation right across Australia and come
with a 5-year domestic parts warranty for assured
performance and quality.

FOR EXISTING POOLS
Whether built into your existing
pool or fitted on the deck of
your pool on a stylish stainless
steel roller, Swimroll retro-fit
options are remarkably discreet.
Each Swimroll is individually
made and fitted according
to laser pool measurement,
ensuring a smooth and easy
fit for pre-existing pools.

Our friendly, experienced and professional team can
assist you with advice and custom design services. We
provide rapid specialist technical field support with
complete spare-parts back up.
ABOVE GROUND

IN POOL
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Design options

Remco understands that colour is a key element
of any pool design, so our Swimroll pool covers
are available in a range of colours and materials to
match your design needs.

STANDARD PVC COLOURS

POLYCARBONATE COLOURS

LIMESTONE
YELLOW

WHITE

SOLAR
POLYCARB

PEBBLE
STONE

ROCK
GREY

TRANSPARENT
POLYCARB

AUTOMATION
OPTIONS

CLEAR (BLUE TINT)
POLYCARB

Please Note: The Swimroll colours displayed
are for illustrative purposes only. Please
request a physical sample before ordering.

Key switch

Remote control

Push-button

Compatible

(fitted as standard and
provides a lockable option)

(fitted as standard for
complete ease of use)

(optional)

Compatible with home
automation systems


AVAILABLE AUSTRALIA WIDE
Remco pool cover products are available for supply and installation Australia wide.
Our friendly and professional team can assist you with consulting and custom design service.
We provide rapid specialist technical field support with complete spare-parts back up.

Contact our friendly team today for a quote.
www.remco.com.au | 1800 652 962
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